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Abstract: In the field of reconnaissance and in many other real world applications,
information from different possibly heterogenous information sources has to be fused
for obtaining adequate results. We present a local Bayesian approach which is realized
via an agent based architecture. In analogy to criminalistic investigators, fusion agents
elaborate the posterior Degree of Belief of initial hypotheses by local Bayesian mod-
elling and local Bayesian fusion. Thereby, the usually high computational complexity
of the Bayesian methodology gets reduced significantly.

1 Bayesian Fusion Methodology

The aim underlying Bayesian fusion is inferring the “true value” z ∈ Z of the not directly
observable Properties of Interest (PoI) which is to be elaborated in the given fusion task.
For an optimal result, prior knowledge d0 and all other available information contributions
d1, . . . , dS have to be used comprehensively.
Bayesian theory in general bases upon the admissible interpretation of the nature of proba-
bility as Degree of Belief (DoB). Conform with this, all involved quantities are assumed as
random and modelled probabilistically by conditional DoB distributions. The DoB of an
event communicates the degree of its certainty given the available knowledge. At specify-
ing a DoB, useful information may get lost and artifacts may get incorporated. In this case,
the resulting DoB is subjective and the final fusion result may be incomplete or distorted.
However, the Maximum Entropy (ME) principle [BSW07, Kap93] delivers an established
method for the determination of objective DoBs, i. e. DoBs that incorporate the facts com-
pletely and have maximal uncertainty simultaneously.
In that case, a lossless fusion can be accomplished via the Bayesian theorem [Win97,
Zel88]. Its result is the whole posterior DoB p(z|d, d0) of the PoIs given the prior knowl-
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edge d0 and all knowledge d := {d1, . . . , dS} provided by the information sources:

p(z|d, d0) =
p(d|z, d0) p(z|d0)

p(d|d0)
(1)

=
p(d, d0|z) p(z)

p(d, d0)
, z ∈ Z. (2)

In a concrete fusion task, d and d0 adopt fixed values. Hence, the denominators p(d|d0),
p(d, d0) in (1), (2) correspond solely to normalizing constants. p(z|d0) is the DoB of z

given the prior knowledge d0. In contrast, p(z) is the DoB of z that disregards also d0.
Applying the ME principle for guarantying objective DoBs, it results that p(z) is a non-
informative prior [Ber93, Rob01]. Using p(z) instead of p(z|d0) as prior model for z can
provide several computational advantages.
Subsequent to the calculation of the posterior DoB, usually an adequate estimate ẑ for
the “true value” of the PoIs is computed, e. g. the maximum a posteriori estimate or the
posterior expectation [Ber93, BHS06]. Computing estimates, information provided by
p(z|d, d0) gets lost in general. But by a suitable choice of the employed estimator, it can
be ensured that all task relevant information is kept.
The Bayesian methodology provides a powerful framework for the fusion of homogenous
as well as heterogenous information that complies with the essential requirements on a
reasonable fusion methodology, i. e. the abilities to transform, fuse and focus [BSW07].
However, Bayesian fusion causes computational costs of the order O(|Z|) that are pro-
hibitive in most real world applications. The local Bayesian approach overcomes this se-
rious computational problem by performing a coarser probabilistic modelling, evaluation
and fusion with respect to the space of the PoIs [SB06, SB07]. By this, adequate estimates
concerning the true value are obtainable with a manageable complexity that is addition-
ally fittable to the available computational and temporal resources. As we will show, the
practical realization of the local Bayesian approach via an agent based architecture that is
inspired by criminalistic investigations [BHS06, BSW07] suggests itself.

2 Agent Based Realization of the Local Bayesian Approach

2.1 The Initialization Process

Clues are detected in each of the available information contributions by the application of
source specific operators. For this, all expertise concerning the analysis of the given kind
of information has to be used. For each clue ct,r, a corresponding local DoB pU(ct,r)(z|dt)
is calculated. Thereby, we have t ∈ {1, . . . , S}, r ∈ {1, . . . , Rt} with Rt the number of
detected clues with respect to the information contribution dt. Both, clues and local DoBs,
are saved in source specific clue lists, see Fig. 1. In principle, a fusion agent for each
clue should be initialized. However in the case of restricted computational resources, the
initialization of a smaller number of fusion agents is also possible. In this case solely the
hot leads, i. e. the clues with the strongest corresponding DoBs, are investigated.
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operator t

source t clue list t

It
dt ct,1, . . . , ct,Rt

[1] (ct,1 , pU(ct,1)(z|dt))
[2] (ct,2 , pU(ct,2)(z|dt))
...

...
[Rt] (ct,Rt

, pU(ct,Rt
)(z|dt))

Figure 1: The initialization process exemplified for source number t, t ∈ {1, . . . , S}, a grey value
image. The operator It delivers clues ct,r , r ∈ {1, . . . , Rt}. These are stored in the clue list t
together with the local DoBs pU(ct,r)(z|dt). Then, fusion agents are initialized. In the subsequent
investigation process, each fusion agent is responsible for his clue and the corresponding local DoB.

2.2 The Investigation Process

Each fusion agent is responsible for his clue ct,r. He has to incorporate the other infor-
mation contributions di, i ∈ {1, .., S} \ {t} into the corresponding local DoB by visiting
the appendant information sources, see Fig. 2. For this, he can enlist the assistance of
expert agents. An expert agent is capable of accessing a certain source and of analyzing
the corresponding information contribution. Performing local Bayesian fusion, the expert
strengthens or degrades the significance of the clue which the fusion agent administrates.
If the information contributions are conditionally independent given z, this can be done
potentially just by a simple multiplication of the local DoB of the fusion agent and the
local source specific Likelihood, see Sec. 3. There is the possibility to integrate humans
into the fusion process, e. g. as experts agents, via suitable man machine interfaces.

source 1: d1 E

source 2: d2 E

source 3: d3 FA
(
c3,1, pU(c3,1)(z|d3)

)

source 4: d4 E

pU(c3,1)(z|d2, d3, d4)

pU(c3,1)(z|d3, d4)

pU(c3,1)(z|d1, d2, d3, d4)

pU(c3,1)(z|d3)

Figure 2: Here, the investigation of one fusion agent at fusing four information sources is exempli-
fied. This fusion agent is responsible for the clue c3,1 (clue number 1 found in source 3) that has
been delivered by the operator I3.
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3 Local Bayesian Modelling and Local Bayesian Fusion

Concerning quantitative properties z ∈ Z, we choose a suitable distance measure m on
Z × Z, an ε > 0 and define U(c) := {z |m(z,c) < ε}. For qualitative properties, we de-
fine for dI ⊆ {d0, d1, . . . , dS} the local environment by U(c) := {z | p(z|dI) > T )}. I. e.
U(c) consists of the elements of Z whose conditional DoB, given dI , exceeds a suitable
threshold T . Using p(z) as prior model for z, U(c) is consequently the set of elements
whose (relative) Likelihood is high enough [Luc05, SB07]. In this case, the prior knowl-
edge d0 has to be interpreted as additional information contribution, see (2).
Local Bayesian fusion is basically performed in the following manner:

p(z|dI) ∝ p(dI |z) p(z), z ∈ U(c)

p(Z \ U(c)|dI) ∝ p(dI |Z \ U(c)) p(Z \ U(c)).
(3)

Thereby, we have (with
∫∑

denoting integration with respect to continuous and summation
with respect to discrete quantities)

p(dI |Z \ U(c)) =
p(Z \ U(c)|dI) p(dI)

p(Z \ U(c))
=

∫∑
z∈Z\U(c) p(dI |z) p(z)

p(Z \ U(c))
. (4)

Obviously, the use of the noninformative prior p(z) provides computational advantages
for the evaluation of (4) [Liu98, SB07].
Performing local Bayesian modelling and local Bayesian fusion in one fusion step accor-
dant to (3) and (4), the final fusion results are exact on the corresponding coarsening of
Z. A refinement of the local DoBs onto entire Z could be realized approximatively by the
application of the ME principle [SB07].
It was remarked in Sec. 2.2 that conditional independence of the information contributions
given z potentially simplifies the work done by the expert agents due to the possibility of
incorporating the information contributions in single Bayesian fusion steps: in the result-
ing sequential fusion scheme, the posterior of a certain step would come up to the prior
of the next. However, to guarantee the exactness of sequential local Bayesian fusion, con-
ditional independence of the information contributions given each z ∈ Z is not sufficient
[SB07]: additionally, the condition

p(dt1 , dt2 |Z \ U(c)) = p(dt1 |Z \ U(c)) p(dt2 |Z \ U(c)) (5)

has to be satisfied for all t1, t2 ∈ {1, . . . , S}, t1 -= t2. Because (5) is not satisfied in gen-
eral, it is necessary to consider the consequences of performing sequential local Bayesian
fusion: within U(c), the results can get distorted solely by the normalizing constant and
consequently, the computation of the posterior odds always delivers exact results. On
Z \U(c), sequential local Bayesian fusion potentially delivers approximative results at the
best even if the normalizing constant is eliminated by the computation of posterior odds.
Hence, the resulting error has to be considered if the local posterior DoB of an element
of Z \ U(c) should be compared with the local posterior DoB of an element in the local
environment [SB07].
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4 Conclusion and Discussion

We described an agent based architecture for Bayesian fusion. In an analogous way as
criminalistic investigators solve criminal cases in real life, fusion agents investigate the
“true value” of the PoI within Z starting from clues that indicate first suspicions. Each
of them is responsible for one clue and traces the corresponding initial hypothesis solely
within the corresponding local context which is communicated via a local DoB. A local
DoB pU(c)(z|dI) represents a coarsening, possibly also a restriction of the conditional DoB
p(z|dI) in a suitable chosen environment U(c) around a clue c. By local Bayesian fusion,
the computational complexity of the Bayesian fusion method gets lowered significantly on
the order

∑
c:clue O(|U(c)|).
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